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Abstract
In this paper we deal with the parallel approximability of a special class of quadratic pro-
gramming (QP), called smooth quadratic programming. This subclass of QP is obtained by
imposing restrictions on the coe7cients of QP instance, namely the smoothness and positiveness
restrictions. The smoothness condition restricts the magnitudes of the coe7cients of the instance
while the positiveness condition requires that (part of) the coe7cients of the instance be non-
negative. Interestingly, even with these restrictions several combinatorial optimization problems
are captured by this class. We show that there is a parallel additive approximation procedure
to instances of smooth QP. The additive procedure translates into an NC approximation scheme
(NCAS) when the optimal value of the instance is ;(n2), where n is the number of variables of
the instance. In particular, the procedure yields an NCAS for positive instances of smooth QP.
The additive approximation procedure is obtained by reducing the instance of QP to an instance
of positive linear programming, <nding in NC an approximate fractional solution to the obtained
program, and then rounding the fractional solution to an integer approximate solution for the
original problem. Next, we extend the result to instances of bounded degree Smooth Integer
Programming. Finally, we consider several combinatorial problems that are modeled by smooth
QP (or smooth integer programs) and show that the techniques presented here can be used to
obtain NC Approximation Schemes for “dense” instances of such problems. c© 2001 Elsevier
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1. Introduction
Quadratic programming is a special class of non-linear programming in which the
objective function is quadratic and the constraints are linear. Quadratic programs arise in
a wide variety of applications including scheduling and allocation problems, regression
analysis in statistics, economic models of optimal sales revenues, etc. The sequential
complexity of QP is well understood. QP, in its general form, is NP-complete [20, 23].
In this paper we study the parallel approximability of a special class of QP. Recall,
the class NC consists of problems that can be solved by a PRAM algorithm whose
running time is polylogarithmic in instance size while using a polynomial number
of processors. Thus a problem that is shown to be P-complete unlikely will belong
to NC [6]. For those hard problems it is interesting to analyze whether we can get
an approximate algorithm in NC. Problems easy to approximate belong to NCAS,
the class of problems that have an NC approximation scheme, i.e., a family of NC
algorithms {A}¿0, such that A has approximation ratio 1+, and whose running time
depends arbitrarily on . For a discussion of non-approximable problems see, e.g. [4].
Usually the last behavior is proved by showing that adequate approximation problems
are P-complete. For example convex quadratic programming (CQP) that is, QP whose
objective function is convex, is non-approximable in NC. Indeed, CQP is in P (it is
solved in polynomial time through the ellipsoid method [7]), and we can easily note that
CQP is non-approximable in NC by making use of the fact that approximating linear
programming is P-complete [21]. In fact, we can state non-approximability results also
for a couple of problems related to CQP. Solution approximation consists in <nding
a feasible solution x to CQP whose norm is close to that of an optimal solution x∗.
Value approximation is to <nd a vector x such that the value of the objective function
on it is close to the optimal value, without the condition that x be feasible. Considering
all possible values for the error parameter , we get two families of problems, one for
each type of approximation. Both these families can be easily shown P-complete, for
any value of , thus proving that CQP is hard to approximate.
Our main attention here is on another special class of QP, called smooth quadratic
programming, in which we impose restrictions on the magnitudes of all the coe7-
cients appearing in the instance. For this subclass of QP Arora et al. [3] showed an
additive approximation procedure and then used it to obtain polynomial time approxi-
mation schemes for several combinatorial optimization problems. Their procedure uses
as a basic ingredient the fractional solution of a certain linear program. Given that the
general linear programming is P-complete [5, 9] and even non-approximable in parallel
[21], in order to obtain the result of [3] in the parallel setting we have to overcome
several di7culties. We show that there is a parallel additive approximation procedure
to instances of smooth QP. The additive procedure translates into an NC approxima-
tion scheme when the optimal value of the instance is ;(n2), where n is the number
of variables of the instance. In particular, the procedure yields an NCAS for positive
instances of smooth QP. (Recall that Luby and Nisan [11] gave a parallel approxima-
tion algorithm for positive linear programming (positive LP) – the special case of LP
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in packing=covering form with all the coe7cients of the instance being non-negative.)
Our main contribution is that the scheme of [3] can be achieved also in the parallel
setting for the important case of bounded degree smooth integer programming where
linear restrictions Wx¿d are introduced. We obtain the result by reducing the instance
of QP to an instance of positive LP, <nding in NC an approximate fractional solu-
tion to the resulting program, and then rounding the fractional solution to an integer
approximate solution for the original problem. Note that the reduction of QP into a
positive linear program in packing form is particularly of interest since not all LP
can be reduced to positive LP. Furthermore, we prove that the additive approximation
procedure for smooth QP can be used to obtain an additive approximation procedure
to the instances of bounded degree smooth integer programs. Again, the procedure
yields NC approximation schemes for positive instances of bounded degree smooth
IP.
We should point out, however, that the “positiveness” (on the linear restrictions) and
“smoothness” conditions are restrictive. Fortunately, even with these conditions we are
able to cast in our model several important combinatorial problems. These are Max
CUT, Max DiCUT, Max 2SAT and Max kSAT (we will take their QP formulations
from [3]). We derive NC approximation schemes for their “dense” instances by noticing
that the QP (resp. degree-k IP for Max kSAT) to dense instances is smooth and have
optimal value ;(n2) (resp. ;(nk)). Interestingly, for the problems on graphs, imposing
on their QP programs the smoothness condition is equivalent with that of the graph
instance being dense. Our results for the problems mentioned above match those of
the sequential case given in [3].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give formal de<nitions of the
problems used in the paper and brieSy recall some known techniques. Our main result
is given in Section 3. For ease of exposition we prove the result for positive smooth QP
in Section 3.1 and then in Section 3.2 we show how the result extends to the general
case, i.e. Smooth QP, as stated. In Section 4 we show that our scheme has application
to the approximability of dense instances of graph and satis<ability problems and we
conclude in Section 5 with some open questions.
2. Denitions and preliminaries
In this section we give the formal de<nitions of the problems used in the paper and
brieSy recall some known techniques that we will make use of.
Let Q be an n × n matrix, A an m × n matrix, W an m × n matrix (Q; A and W
have rational entries), and a∈Q; b; d∈Qm and c∈Qn.
Linear programming (LP) problem is to <nd x∈Qn such that
minimize cTx
subject to Ax¿b; x¿0:
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Positive linear programming (PLP) in packing form is
max
x
{cTx: Ax6b; x¿0}
and in covering form
min
y
{by: ATy¿c; y¿0};
where A; b and c have all the entries non-negative.
Quadratic programming (QP) problem is
minimize 12x
TQx + cTx + a
subject to Ax¿b; x¿0:
Smooth integer programming (smooth IP) [3]. A smooth degree-l integer program
has the form
minimize p(x1; : : : ; xn)
subject to Wx¿d with xi ∈{0; 1}; 16i6n;
(1)
where p(x1; : : : ; xn) is a degree-l polynomial in which the coe7cient of the degree-i
term is either 0 or T(nl−i); wij are O(1) and such that for any i=1; : : : ; m;
∑n
j=1 wij−
di =;(log n), and <nally, the entries of W and d are non-negative.
Smooth quadratic programming (smooth QP) is
minimize g(x)=
∑
aijxixj +
∑
bixi + a
subject to Wx¿d with xi ∈{0; 1}; 16i6n;
(2)
where aij, are O(1), bi are 1 0 or T(n), and a is 0 or T(n2); wij are O(1) and such
that for any i=1; : : : ; m;
∑n
j=1 wij − di =;(log n), and <nally, the entries of W and d
are non-negative.
The de<nition of smooth QP intents to capture subclasses of the QP problem that
represent advantages with respect to the approximability. The restriction on wij and di’s
is to assure that after rounding the fractional values of variables xi to 0=1 values yi,
the integer solution y will satisfy Wy¿d with positive probability. (Similar conditions
on the coe7cients of the instances are previously used in [18] where the right-hand
side of the linear restrictions are asked to be ;(ln n).)
Remark 1. A special case of Smooth QP to be mentioned here is that of Smooth QP
without linear restrictions Wx¿d. In such a case the program must verify the rest of
the restrictions concerning the coe7cients aij; bi and a. As we will see in Section 4,
there are combinatorial problems that can be modeled by smooth QP without linear
restrictions. We will present the result for the general case, the special case follows
from the general one.
1 Some of the bi’s as well as a may not appear in the objective function, i.e., they are equal to 0.
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Last, we de<ne positive smooth QP to be the special case of smooth QP in which
all the coe7cients of the instance are non-negative.
Through the paper, we will make use of the following known results. The <rst one is
a well-known technique on how to estimate the sum of n numbers by random sampling
(see, e.g. [15]).
Lemma 2 (sampling lemma). Let {ai}ni=1 be a set of n numbers; where each ai is
O(1). Let p=
∑n
i=1 ai be their sum. If we pick uniformly at random a subset of
s=O(log n=2) of ai’s and compute their sum q; then with high probability; i.e:; with
probability at least 1− O(1=n); we have that p− n6qn=s6p+ n:
We will use a result by Raghavan and Thompson [18], which shows how to round a
fractional solution of a linear program max{∑ni=1 xi:Ax6b; x¿0} to an integer solution
of the same linear program, known as randomized rounding with scaling. Given such
a linear program, let ˜∗ be its optimal fractional value and let also ′= ˜∗(1− ), for
a small ¿0.
Theorem 3 (Raghavan and Thompson [18]). Let 1¿0; 2¿0 be such that 1+2¡1.
If there is a constant ∈ (0; 12 ] such that
n∑
i=1
exp
[
− 
2bi
3(1− )
]
¡2; (3)
then there exist an integer solution to Ax6r with objective function value at least
′ −√2′ ln(1=1).
We remark that the above theorem not only assures the existence of an integer
solution but also shows how to obtain it from a fractional solution via randomized
rounding. Also, note that the above theorem does not apply to general linear programs
but only when restricted to those which satisfy condition (3). We will discuss on this
point later but let us just mention that such a condition is to assure that after rounding
the fractional values of variables xi to 0=1 values yi; y will satisfy Ay6b with high
probability. Note that, in particular, when bi =;(log n) condition (3) holds. The above
theorem has been applied to LPs with A∈{0; 1}m×n (e.g., resource allocation problem).
In fact, the theorem can also be applied with A∈ ([0; 1]∩Q)m×n with a slight diWerence
in the guarantee of the 0–1 solution (see, e.g. [2]).
Another ingredient that we will use in the paper is a result by Luby and Nisan [11]
on positive linear programming.
Let N be the number of non-zero coe7cients associated to an instance of PLP.
Theorem 4 (Luby and Nisan [11]). Given an instance of PLP in packing form (resp.
in covering form); and a rational ¿0; there is an NC algorithm that Ands an (1−)-
approximate solution (resp. an (1+)-approximate solution) to that instance and has
running time polynomial in logN= and uses O(N ) processors.
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3. Approximating smooth quadratic programming
In this section we present our main result. We show an NC additive approximation
procedure that, given in input an instance of smooth QP, <nds a feasible solution to
the problem whose measure is within an additive error from the optimum value, i.e.
g(x)6g(x∗) + n2, where g is the objective function, n is the number of variables
and  a positive constant. As a corollary, when the optimal value g(x∗) of the QP
instance is ;(n2) we obtain an (1 + )-approximation for any (constant) value of ,
thus the problem has an NC approximation scheme. In particular, we obtain NCASs
for instances of positive smooth QP since for such instances g(x∗)=;(n2).
We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Given an instance of smooth QP such that Wx¿d is feasible and a Axed
; we can And in NC a 0; 1 assignment to variables xi such that x satisAes Wx¿d;
and
g(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)6g(x∗) + n2; (4)
where g(x) is the objective function and g(x∗) is its optimal value.
For ease of exposition and notation we will present the result for the positive smooth
QP and defer to the Section 3.2 the case of smooth QP.
3.1. Approximating positive smooth QP
Theorem 6. Given a positive instance of smooth QP such that Wx¿d is feasible and
a Axed ; we can And in NC a 0; 1 assignment to variables xi such that x satisAes
Wx¿d; and
g(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)6g(x∗) + n2; (5)
where g(x) is the objective function and g(x∗) is its optimal value.
To prove the theorem, we <rst observe the following. Let us write (2) equiva-
lently as 2
minimize c
subject to xTAx + bx6c; Wx¿d; xi ∈{0; 1}; 16i6n:
(6)
Therefore, for Theorem 6, it su7ces to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7. Suppose there is a 0; 1 solution to the following positive quadratic system
xTAx + bx6c; Wx¿d; (7)
2 The constant a in the objective function is irrelevant.
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where aij; wij are O(1); bi =T(n); c is a constant and for any i=1; : : : ; m;
∑n
j=1 wij−
di =;(log n). Then; for any Axed ; we can And in NC an assignment of 0; 1 values
to xi such that x satisAes Wx¿d; and
xTAx + bx6c + n2: (8)
We show how to prove Theorem 7 by modifying the proof scheme of [3] for <nding
a PTAS to the smooth IP (without linear restriction). In that scheme <rst a reduction of
the smooth IP to an appropriate LP program (neither positive nor in packing=covering
form) is done to which a fractional solution is found. Then, the fractional solution is
rounded – using randomized rounding technique (Theorem 1) – based on an estimation
(found by the sampling lemma) of a feasible solution of the initial QP instance. In
order to <nd an NCAS for the smooth QP (with linear constraints), we modify the
above scheme as follows. First we reduce the smooth QP instance to an instance of
positive LP in packing form. Second, we apply the Luby and Nisan’s algorithm to
<nd a fractional solution to the resulting LP. Third, we simply parallelize the approach
in [3] for rounding the resulting fractional solution (using the randomized rounding
technique) and the estimation (using the sampling lemma) of a feasible solution of the
initial QP instance.
3.1.1. Reducing positive smooth QP to LP
The reduction is as follows. Let x# be a feasible solution of (7), as supposed, and
let us write r# = x#A+ b. Since xTAx + bx=(xTA+ b)x, we can express (7) as
xTA+ b6r#; r#x6c; Wx¿d; 06xi61 (LP1)
for which x# is also a feasible solution. The following observation is immediate.
Proposition 8. If x is a feasible solution to (LP1) then x is also feasible to (7).
Clearly, any coe7cient in (LP1) is non-negative. However, (LP1) is not in the
packing=covering form because in it we have both types of restrictions. To overcome
this, we modify (LP1) appropriately by taking z= 1− x (i.e., zi =1− xi), where 1 is
the n-vector of all ones. Thus, (LP1) is written as
xTA+ b6r#; r#x6c; Wz6W · 1− d; xi + zi =1:
06xi; zi61; 16i6n: (LP2)
We can suppose, without loss of generality, that W · 1 − d¿0 because otherwise the
system Wx¿d would not have a solution. So, the above program (LP2) is still positive.
The relation between (LP1) and (LP2) is given as follows.
Proposition 9. (a) if x is a feasible solution to (LP1) then (x; 1− x) is also feasible
for (LP2); (b) if (x; z) is a feasible solution to (LP2) then x is a feasible solution to
(LP1).
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Finally, to transform the conditions xi + zi =1 into xi + zi61, we add to (LP2) an
adequate objective function (see, e.g. [22]) resulting in the following program:
maximize
n∑
i=1
(xi + zi)
subject to xTA+ b6r#; (9)
r#x6c; (10)
Wz6W · 1− d; xi + zi61; 06xi; zi61: (LP3)
We have transformed the restrictions “=” into “6”, yet this does not change the
optimal solution because xi + zi appears positively in the objective function, and since
we maximize this “forces” those restrictions to hold with equality. This intuition is
formally stated and proved in the following proposition, which relates programs (LP2)
and (LP3).
Proposition 10. (a) if (x; z) is a feasible solution to (LP2) then it is also feasible for
(LP3); (b) if (x; z) is an (1 − )-optimal solution to (LP3) then we can construct
(x′; z′) in NC such that z′ is feasible to Wz6W · 1− d and
x′TA+ b6r# + K1n;
r#x′6c + K2n2;
where K1 and K2 are two constants computable in NC from the instance.
Proof (b). A near-optimal solution (x; z) to (LP3) can be found via the Luby and
Nisan’s algorithm. Such solution will cost at least (1 − )n (supposing that (LP2) is
feasible). Now, we de<ne z′= z and x′= 1− z. Since
n∑
i=1
(xi + zi)¿(1− )n;
we will have that xi+ zi≈ 1−  therefore, intuitively, the values of x′i will not increase
too much. More precisely, let, for any i; x′i = xi+ i, and also e=(1; : : : ; n). Note that
n∑
i
i =
n∑
i
(1− xi − zi)= n−
n∑
i
(xi + zi)6n− (1− )n= n:
Clearly, the conditions Wz6W · 1 − d will be satis<ed by z′ and for the rest of con-
straints they might be violated by x′. However, because of the magnitudes of aij =O(1)
and r#i =T(n), for x
′ we have that
x′TA+ b=(xT + e)A+ b6r# + K1n; (11)
r#x′= r#(x + e)6c + K2n2; (12)
where K1 and K2 are two constants de<ned as follows: K1 =maxi; j aij and K2 =maxi "i,
where "i are the upper bounds on r#i , i.e., r
#
i6"i · n.
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3.1.2. Rounding of the fractional solution
Next, having the fractional solution (x′; z′), we apply the randomized rounding with
scaling (as explained previously, Theorem 4.3 in [18]) to Wz6W · 1 − d. We can
apply this theorem because we know, from the de<nition of Smooth QP, that the
ith component of W · 1 − d is ;(log n) and therefore the condition of Raghavan and
Thompson’s theorem holds. Rounding the feasible fractional solution z gives a 0; 1
solution u, that with high probability, satis<es Wu6W · 1 − d. Letting y= 1 − u, we
have Wy¿d. Furthermore, for y we will have
yTAi + bi6(r#i + K1n) + O(
√
n log n);
r#y6(c + K2n2) + O(n) ·O(
√
n log n):
(13)
Consequently,
yTAy + by = (yTA+ b)y6((r# + K1n) + O(
√
n log n))y
6 r#y + K1n1 ·y +O(
√
n log n)1 ·y
6 (c + K2n2) + O(n) ·O(
√
n log n) + K1n1 ·y +O(
√
n log n)1 ·y
6 c + (K1 + K2 + 2)n2: (14)
Thus, if we <nd the fractional solution with ′= =(K1 + K2 + 2) we will have, from
above, yTAy + by6c + n2, as desired. But, we can write (9) only if we knew the
values r#i . Instead, it is shown in [3] that using estimates ri for them such that |r#i −
ri|¡n then (13) and (14) still hold. To show that such estimates can be found in NC,
we <rst prove that they can be found in RNC and later we prove that they can be found
also deterministically in NC. To <nd r=(ri)ni=1 in RNC we use the sampling lemma
to produce nO(1=
2) estimates for r#. We can run in parallel nO(1=
2) linear programs and
take as estimate the one whose linear program has the best outcome. The values ri are
found through the following two steps: (1) choose a set S of k =O(log n=2) indices at
random; (2) in parallel, for each of 2k = nO(1=
2) possible assignments to variables with
indices in S produce an estimate r of r# by taking ri = bi + (n=k)
∑
j∈S aijsj; 16i6n;
where sj is the value assigned to the jth variable. Since the assignments are found
exhaustively, in one of the assignments generated above we have sj = x∗j , that is, the
correct assignment. The estimates ri are the desired ones. Indeed, in order to estimate r#i
we only need to estimate aijx#j , since r
#
i =
∑
aijx#j +bi and bi is a constant. By sampling
and guessing values for O(−2 log n) of the variables x#j , we determine the values of
the same number of terms aijx#j in the sum of r
#
i . Since each aijx
#
j is O(1), applying
the sampling lemma on the set {aijx#j } shows that this sample estimates r#i to within
n with probability 1− 1=(2n). Thus, all the n sums, i.e. r#i ’s, are estimated correctly
with probability at least 12 .
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De-randomization
Now, we show that both the sampling lemma and the randomized rounding 3 can
be done in NC. For the sampling lemma, we can use similar arguments to those for
the sequential case [3]. Instead of choosing k =O(log n=2) indices independently, it
su7ces to choose the vertices encountered in a random walk of length k on a con-
stant degree expander. The number of such walks is nO(1=
2), i.e., polynomial in n
and therefore can be handled in NC. So, it remains to explain the following two
points: <rst, how to construct in NC a constant degree expander, and second, how
to simulate the random walk in NC. Both these points have been extensively treated
in [10, 13, 8, 1], and we give a simple explanation as indicated in [12]. A constant de-
gree d expander on n nodes is an n-node d-regular graph in which the number of neigh-
bors of any set of vertices S is larger than "|S|, where " is a positive constant (see, e.g.
[15, pp. 108–112]). It is well known that the adjacency matrix of such an expander is a
symmetric matrix whose greatest eigenvalue is d and whose second largest one is less
than d. Such constant degree expanders can be explicitly constructed in NC for any n
and d, even with the additional condition that the second greatest eigenvalue % be less
than d9=10 [8]. Let N =2r , where N = nO(1=
2), and let us identify the set {0; 1}r with
the nodes of a d-regular N -node graph expander G, where d is set to some constant
value such that %6d=4. Then, we choose the nodes y1; : : : ; yN as the nodes visited
in a random walk of length k, with k =O(log n=2), starting from a random node z.
The random walk is determined by the starting node z and integers ij ∈{1; : : : ; d}, for
j∈{1; : : : ; k} describing which edge to use in the jth step of the walk. Thus, y1 is
the i1th neighbor of z, and for j¿2; yj is the ijth neighbor of yj−1. The number of
random bits used in this process is r + O(k), and therefore the whole process can be
simulated deterministically in NC [1, 16].
As for the randomized rounding, this technique, in its general setting, seems to be
inherently sequential [14] (in sequential the de-randomization is done through the prob-
abilistic method given in [17]). However, in some cases it is possible to de-randomize
it in NC, particularly for packing integer programs having all their coe7cients positive
numbers. Note that in our case we only need a feasible integer solution to the packing
integer program Wz6W · 1− d and we do not have any requirement on the guarantee
of the objective function value corresponding to the solution. Hence, to our purposes
we will use the following theorem of Alon and Srinivasan:
Theorem 11 (Luby and Nisan [2]). For any constant c¿1; packing integer programs
with 0–1 variables can be approximated in NC within 1=c of the sequential guarantee
of [17].
The linear program of our case is in packing form and have all the coe7cients
non-negative therefore the above theorem applies to our case.
3 For a recent survey on Randomized Rounding and De-randomization see [19].
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3.2. The general case: smooth QP
A close observation of the proof of Theorem 6 shows that the assumption on the
coe7cients aij; bi and a of the QP objective function to be non-negative can be
removed. 4 Indeed, this assumption is used only in the reduction step to obtain a
positive linear program (LP3) in order to enable the Luby and Nisan’s algorithm.
More precisely, the assumption assures that the linear restrictions
xTA+ b6r#; r#x6c (15)
have positive coe7cients. This last fact can be assured without the positiveness as-
sumption as follows:
(a) if some aij¡0 then substitute the term aijxi by −aij(zi − 1),
(b) if some r#i ¡0 then substitute the term r
#
i xi by −r#i (zi − 1).
Note that by applying (a) the left-hand sides of restrictions (15) become non-negative
and therefore the right-hand sides so do (otherwise the program would be infeasible).
Doing these (possible) variable changes we obtain the positive linear program (LP3).
The variable change eWects the right-hand sides of {xTA + b6r#; r#x6c} but yet it
does not aWect Proposition 2 due to the de<nition of (x′; z′) and the magnitudes of the
coe7cients. On the other hand, removing the positiveness condition on aij; bi and a
does not aWect either the rounding or the de-randomization. (Both rounding and de-
randomization are based on the program Wz6W · 1 − d.) From this observation we
can restate Theorem 6 without the positiveness condition on the coe7cients of the
objective function of the QP instance thus yielding Theorem 5.
Note that when the optimal value of the QP instance is ;(n2) the above theorem
implies an NCAS. Indeed, since the optimal value g(x∗)¿n2, for some positive con-
stant , Eq. (4) is written as g(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)6(1 + =)g(x∗) which gives us an ap-
proximation scheme.
Corollary 12. If the instance of smooth QP has optimal value ;(n2) then there is
an NCAS to such an instance.
In particular, when the instance of smooth QP is positive it is immediate to see
from the de<nition of smooth QP that the optimal value g(x∗)=;(n2), and therefore
Corollary 12 implies an NCAS to positive instances.
Corollary 13. There are NC approximation schemes for instances of positive smooth
QP.
3.3. Extension: smooth degree-l integer programming
The result on smooth QP can be extended easily to instances of smooth degree-l
integer programming, for l constant. Indeed, in this case we reduce repeatedly the
4 To be precise, the notation on the magnitudes of the coe7cients given in the de<nition of Smooth QP
becomes now aij =O(1); bi =O(n) and c=O(n2); also, r#i =O(n) (the notation used in [3]).
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degree-l program to adegree-(l−1) one by mimicking the reduction of a QP to an LP
(described in Section 3.1) until a smooth QP is obtained, whose approximate solution
is also an approximate solution for the original problem. Each step introduces a small
error but we do this a constant number of times overall. This reduction is done in
NC in l steps. Then, we apply on the resulting smooth QP instance the scheme of
Section 3.
Theorem 14. Given an instance of smooth degree-l IP; l constant; and a Axed ;
we can And in NC a 0; 1 assignment to variables xi such that it satisAes the linear
restrictions and
p(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)6p(x∗) + nl; (16)
where p is the objective function and p(x∗) is its optimal value.
Using similar arguments as in the case of smooth QP we have the following two
corollaries (for smooth degree-l IP with optimal value p(x∗)¿nl, for some positive
constant , Eq. (16) is written as p(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)6(1 + =)p(x∗).)
Corollary 15. If the instance of smooth degree-l IP has optimal value ;(nl) then
there is an NCAS to such an instance.
Corollary 16. There are NC approximation schemes to positive instances of smooth
degree-l IP.
4. Applications: approximating dense instances of optimization problems
Smooth QPs (and more generally, smooth integer programs) are strong enough to
represent combinatorial problems. These programs were recently used to obtain poly-
nomial time approximation schemes for dense instances of several NP-hard problems
[3].
In this section we will derive NCASs for the dense instances of the following prob-
lems: Max CUT, Max DiCUT and Max 2SAT as well as for the general case of Max
kSAT. An instance of Max CUT and Max DiCUT problems is considered dense if
the graph instance is dense. A graph instance of n vertices is considered dense if any
vertex in it has degree T(n). An instance of Max 2SAT (resp. Max kSAT) with m
clauses over n variables is considered dense if m=;(n2) (resp. m=;(nk)).
For all the problems mentioned above, the parallel approximation procedure of
Section 3 applies in the same way. We write the problem at hand as a quadratic
program in 0=1 variables (we will take the QP formulations as given in [3].) We note
that in all these formulations the linear restrictions Wx¿d do not appear. Further, we
remark that since the objective functions of the resulting QPs have some coe7cients
that are negative, we will appeal to the case of smooth QP without the positiveness
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assumption on the coe7cients of the objective function. Last, for any problem listed
above, we observe that when the instance is dense then the corresponding QP (rep.
degree-k IP for Max kSAT) is smooth and that the optimal value of the instance is
;(n2) (rep. ;(nk)).
4.1. Max CUT and Max DiCUT
Recall that in a Max CUT instance we are given an undirected graph G=(V; E)
and we want to <nd a partition of its vertices V =L∪R that maximizes the number
of crossing edges from L to R. Let xi be a 0=1 variable associated to vertex i. Then,
the problem can be modeled by the following integer quadratic program:
maximize 12
∑
{i; j}∈E
(xi(1− xj) + xj(1− xi));
xi ∈{0; 1}; ∀i∈V:
(17)
Clearly, if the graph instance is dense then the above program is a smooth QP. (At
this point we have the connection between the density of the graph and smoothness of
QP instance.) Further, the denseness of the graph implies that the optimal value of the
cut is ;(n2). Indeed, the number of the edges of the dense graph is at least "n2 for a
positive constant " and hence the maximum cut is at least "n2=2, i.e., ;(n2). In order
to apply our minimization scheme, we multiply the objective function by −1 and take
minimization instead of maximization.
minimize 12
∑
{i; j}∈E
(xi(xj − 1) + xj(xi − 1));
xi ∈{0; 1}; ∀i∈V:
(18)
Therefore, from Corollary 12 we obtain:
Theorem 17. There is an NCAS for dense instances of Max CUT.
The Max DiCUT problem, i.e., Max CUT for directed graphs, can be modeled as
an integer QP similar to (17). Therefore, Theorem 17 also holds for Max DiCUT.
Theorem 18. There is an NCAS for dense instances of Max DiCUT.
4.2. Max 2SAT and Max kSAT
In any instance of Max 2SAT we are given a set {Cj}mj=1 of m clauses over n
variables y1; : : : ; yn, where each clause has two literals, and we want to <nd a truth
assignment to the variables that maximizes the number of satis<ed clauses. In order
to model the problem as a smooth QP we do the following [3]. Let x1; : : : ; xn be 0=1
variables, and for each i; 16i6n, if literal yi appears positively in a clause, replace
it by 1− xi, and by xi otherwise. Next, substitute the logical ∨ by multiplication over
integers, and <nally for each clause subtract the resulting term from one. Clearly, to
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any clause corresponds a degree two polynomial. For example, from the clause Zx1 ∨ x3
we construct the term 1−x1(1−x3). Let pj(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) be the term corresponding to
clause j. Hence, the problem is modeled by the following integer quadratic program:
maximize
m∑
j=1
pj(x1; : : : ; xn)
subject to
xi ∈{0; 1}; 16i6n:
(19)
Clearly, if the instance is dense, i.e., it has ;(n2) clauses then the above program is a
smooth QP. Moreover, if the instance is dense then the optimal value is at least n2=22,
i.e., ;(n2). (More generally, for dense instances of Max kSAT the optimal value is
at least nk=2k . Indeed, the number of clauses m is at least nk . Since the number of
clauses of size k is m−O(nk−1), and a random assignment satis<es each of them with
probability 1 − 12
k
, we have that the optimal value is at least (1 − 12
k
)(m − O(nk−1))
which is at least nk=2k .) By letting pj(t1; : : : ; tn)= 1 − qj(t1; : : : ; tn) we can consider
instead of (19) the program with the objective function, the sum of the degree-2 terms
qj and take minimization instead of maximization.
Therefore, from Corollary 12 we obtain:
Theorem 19. There is an NCAS for dense instances of Max 2SAT.
The Max kSAT Problem. This problem can be modeled by a program similar to
that of Max 2SAT (19), but in this case qj(t1; : : : ; tn) is a degree-k term. Hence we
appeal to Corollary 15 and obtain
Theorem 20. There is an NCAS for dense instances of Max kSAT.
5. Open questions
It would be interesting to <nd an NCAS for positive QP or positive convex QP, i.e.
to remove the smoothness condition on instances. Further, it would be interesting to
<nd other combinatorial problems which can be modeled as (positive) smooth QP or
bounded degree smooth IP. We believe that the class of (positive) smooth quadratic
programs can be used to model and approximate also instances of other combinatorial
optimization problems. Some candidates in this line are multiplicity scheduling prob-
lems, minimum bisection, minimum separator and possibly others. Further, it would be
interesting to <nd problems that are modeled by smooth QP with linear restrictions.
Our applications do not have such restrictions. Finally, in our procedure we have used
the positiveness of the linear restrictions. It is possible to do the reduction step without
this condition but there still remain the rounding and the de-randomization where we
use the positiveness condition. Overcoming this obstacles would be of interest.
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